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BY TARA DIXON

tion; faculty and staff, and students · have the StudentDirectorofDiverwhere there has been a lag," he said. sity, the Strategic Diversity Plan,
The Student GovernmentA.sso"My view is that we need to have and the Vice Provost of Diversity.
ciation has created .a position for a more of a faculty and administra- Xavier is starting fo look at diver-.
Student Direct.or of Diversity in tion· Iiaison before we initiate stu- sity in a whole new way," Aarons
said.
response to recent issues of harass-' dent positions," he said.
"Diversity isn't something in
. While pointing out the dedicament and discrimination on campus.
tion and commitment that went into this little box that we can bring to
Initial reaction prompted SGA creating this position, Pari.kh be- Xavier. It's in the things that are
senior President Andy Gibson to lieves it warranted closer look, and here that we have to discover,"
appoint two speCial Senate <:om- suggested 'letting a n~wly elected Rowell said.
The goals of the position have
mittees last fall to look. into diver~ · Senate vote-more objectively later
been outlined· by Rowell and
sity issues and. draft a response to in the semester.
those needs.
"I think that so many people had Aarons, but they stress that whoThe committees, headed by jun- y.e,s,~ed ~9.D.J;.YCh time in this that they ever fills the new position will have
ior Senators Jcie Ring and.Willia o,:~· ··~@ '''.' r'"'uly ·believed in it, but freedom and flexibility in directBuckley; looked at the internal a
t@'9,;~o
step back and look at ing how they will carry out their
external diversity issues on ca
it~~BJ~c ive .. it's almost an issue of. uties.
pus.·.·
·li~<ll'fai'th\~hhe"Said."~r~""ff'QJ feasible for any sen~tor
"The main thing that came o
· "At sopie point you
·
be,~volv~;ir;~p;qf:those groups
of my committee was a very J.'}8':."''':";Vesteci1r'a project that, you pelieye ~deepjy a •as much as the Stuliminary, rough draft propos~if"'"'in:Jbtoo,much."
. . . \ . .~~ d1t1t D~ecto
the Student Director of Diversi »".. .. . . '.J'he motion to approve tl:ie Stui fulfill th~ir_ co
Rinl? s~id. - . .; . ·· . ·.•· - . .; · 'dent"'~ifect~(o~ Diversity ~ass~d
During SGA's winter wor "I\ P'·u._,,::!!!12..i::.,~tes for, 4 against, a~d one
the initial proposal was presented abstention~;;;
,11.p;i;;'"'i'"R'/!"
1
The pos'itiona;ris'"geared ~ be a
to the Senate and Student A{tivities Council for: feedback. . ~
peer advocaf~ arid point of c\ntact
The studeAt will not be a memS ophomore SenatorsJlSara within SGA fo{,students wiJo.,Jia~ berofSenat
· Rowell and Om~~~~o~~ed concerns relate~~~ J!jsc~inatiom.,,..Jj.~§,£9.!d.~C.i
e or she will be
. . .
present at S
eetings and will
on the final out · · · fPr'1J,OS1t1on . and harass~tw1ss~es;
that was presen
the s\nate.
The Stu&ent Director. of Diver- · givel'fegu
¢1 to SAC, as well
The Student
Lsity will p~gvide effective commu~ as worki
Iy with the execusity was voted on; .
~icat~bon foi student clubs and di- tiv.es.
ing on March 7, df...
verse student groups and aid SGA
"I don't re ly view this as cre.!I esgondift~y·discrimination ati~e:sfucture. It's empowbate among senato'
11
Some senators wanted more time
~Q.t issuerthatm~y~~~JjJ;l.&;..§tu.~.!-1111' government with _a
to learn more about the position as well as fost~r a~areness andhtlia- r~suurce.Jo~be able to make d~c1and others stated concerns with un- logue about d1vers1ty on campus.
s1ons ando.tJlpower the executive
"Our vision for the positionr~s to with a pe;,s n in the grass roots,"
certainties in how Xavier currently
handles such issues.
give students and clubs specifically · Aarons.sai "
Senior Senator Pavan Parikh a focal point for the diversity rela-'
There will be an open applicavoted against creating the position. tions issues," Rowell said.
ti on process to choose a student to
"I think it may potentially be a
"This is geared to all clubs with fill the position.
necessary step, but I don't think the the hope that they can coine to the
. Candidates should preferably
infrastructure is in place to make it Student Director of Diversity and have experience, with a variety of
effective," Parikh said.
keep them completely up to date on cultures and be open-minded.
"Quite frankly, I think we over- their activities so we can coordinate
"We're looking for someone
reacted to the incidents of discrimi- their events," she said.
who is open-minded and Is confi- ecutive terms. Their.term will be. For example, if the Black Stu- dent operating outside of their · · giri at the end of this semester and
nation and harassment on campus,"
he said.
·
dents Association and International comfort zone, and is flexible as continue through the end of the
"The ~tudent Director of Diver- Student Services were planning well," Aarons said.
spring 2006 semester.
sity can encourage dialogue and separate discussion groups, the Stu"It's not as cut and dry, as say
The Student Director of Diver.. discussion, .. but what physically is dent Director of Diversity could co- . the Senate responsibilities. We're· sity will receive approximately
it going to do?" he said~ ..
ordinate a larger forum.•
really looking for someone who $3,000 from the SGA general opParikh points out thaJ issues that
. According to Rowell, this would can seize the opportunity and see erating account in compensation
occur between students have been serve the larger student population the potential," Rowell said.
for their services: $2,500 for the
handled qufokly and efficiently in . much better than two small discusThe Student Director of Diver- ..2005-06 school year, and $500 if
the past.
sions. ·.
sity will serve a one-year term to they decide to· stay and work
"It's issues between administra"It's empow~ring now that w~ coincide with the Senat~ and Ex- · through the summer.
Senior.News Writer. .
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Power encourages support
for h.uman :rights
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SPORTS:.

Liberal professors.and
liberal agendas ai Xavier
PAGEG

Mens hoops.finish season
at A-10 tournament
PAGE 8

If anyone has any questions
ab.out the position, Rowell an~
Aarons encourage people to stop
by the SGA office in Gallagher Center room 210. ·
"I think the attitude in SGA with
this position. is very flexible and
open to working with the Student
Director of Diversity to make the
position something that will be
helpful to the Xavier community,"
Rowell said.

DIVERSIONS:
Campy horror movie, or
perfect vq.mpire flick?
PAGE 10
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Me~I~~:~~ Power encourages active .·
~~support for huD1a.n· rlgl1ts
Editors

Drop your jeans
Campus community members
still have an opportunity to donate their unwanted jeans to a
worthy· cause through the Great
Jeans Giveaway. Donations can be
dropped off through Thursday in
the boxes located in residence
halls and Gallagher Student Center. For more information, contact
Rene Zucchero, Ph.D., at 7453022.

Airport parking
Students, faculty and staff who
are leaving town via the Greater
Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky
Airport are encouraged to take
advantage of discounted parking
fees arranged by Xavier with Airport FastPark.. For more information, visit My XU and click on the
student or employee services tab
and the travel services link.

Thoughts on pots
Dr. Donald Lateiner of Ohio
Wesleyan University will be the
guest speaker aCthe 2005 Robert
J. Murray Lecture at 4 p.m. on Sat. urday in Schmidt Hall's Conaton
Board Room. Lateiner will decode
social and artistic conventions for
his audience in a presentation
titled "Instant Messaging: Body
Language on Athenian Pots." For
more information, contact Dr. ·
Edmund Cueva at 745-1931.

·

·

The Intercommunity Justice
and Peace Center will host "Way
of the Cross, Way of Justice," an
annual pilgrimage of prayer
through the streets of Cincinnati,
from noon to 3 p.m., on March 25.
Participants will assemble on
Fountain Square in honor of Good
Friday to commemorate Jesus'
journey. To join the route in
progress, call 579-8647.

·

·

it,, is to make sure not to separate
U.S: national interest and U.S. values.·
Samantha Power, author and
."There is an inextricable link be) .
Harvard professor, presented a talk tween human rights policy on one
entitled, "American Foreign Policy hand and our security on the other,"
and the Problem of Genocide," to a said Power.
,, ~
To elaborate on this point, Power
large crowd in Schiff Family Conference Center last Tuesday as part reminded the audience of the
of the Ethics/Religion and Society United States' choice to align with
lecture series.
Saddam Hussein against Iran in the
Power is a lecturer in public 1980s, despite that country's genopolicy at Harvard's John F. Kennedy cidal gas attacks on the Kurds.
School of Government and is the
"We underestimate the histori~
former Executive D!rector of the cal memory of the people whom
Carr Center for Human Rights we're dealing with," she said, exPolicy.
plaining that a decision that is in-.
During the mid-1990s she served consequential for the l.Jnited States
as a war journalist in former Yugo- can be re.membered for decades by
·. slavia.
the other parties involved ....
Power is perhaps best kn·own for
For instance,· in the current war
her book A Problem from Hell: inlraq,theU.S.hasinvokedthepast
America and the Age of Genocide, atrocities of Saddam without acwhich won the. Pulitzer Prize for knowledging that it supported his
general nonfiction in 2003.
.regime - ·a fact certainly rememAddressing the question of bered by the Iraqis. ·
·
whether or not Ameri.can foreign
She lamented that this connecpolicy can be fixed; ·Power made '· tion between human rights and naclear that her work is "born of the . tional security has.so far not seen
premise that something's wrong, man·y ramifications in national
. .
.. , .. . , . . . .
..
NEWSWIRE PHOTO TAKEN BY. CHRISTINA BLUST
something's broken." ·
·
policy.
··
1-tarvard professor. and author Samantha Powers spoke last Tuesday
Power cited as evidence of this
For instance, the United States
:as part the Ethics/Religion and Society lecture series.
that people across the world are currently maintains a military base
goingoutoftheirwaytokillpeople in Uzbekistan, a country which_· United Nations and the Interna- individual citizen engagement.
in the United States.
· ·
boils people to death as part of a· tidnal Criminal· Court, and the in~
Reaction to Power's talk wail varPower also cited· that recent harsh death penalty system.
teinatiorial com'munitf s· suspi6ion ied.·
Gallup polls have shown that
Power expanded upon the ex,. of the United States··and its'pollSo~e found :Power's°'exfoiisive
people more frequently list George... tent of the problem, speaking of cies .
.vocab~lary too much to follow, othW. Bush as a threat to world peace voters' lack of interest in human
Power ended with a challenge ers supported her, and still others
than they do Osama Bin Laden.
rights, the U.S. government's active to her audience: to avoid. ignorance were critical but intrigued by her.
Partofthesolution,asPowersees disdain for institutions like the ·and support human rights through discussion.
CHRISTINA BLUST

of

Riflery adapts.to club sport status
to Xavier was for the rifle team,"
said freshman Alyssa Sullivan.
Contributing Writer
"But it's better than nothing and
After Xavier's NCAA Division I I'm glad I can still be partofa team."
Rifle program was discontinued due
Which inembers will return· to
to departmental budget cuts. This. the team has not been decided. ··
fall, rifle will be added as a club
"Returning membership is up in
sport team,
the air right now depending on the
Because of this, the rifle team details being worked out," said
can continue to exist and compete freshman Dan Ault, who recently
only as a club sports team. This received All-American Honorable ·
change will affect which teams Mention while competing in the
· Xavier competes against and how NCAA Tournament
many competitions they can attend,
Now that the rifle team is a club
since they will no longer have team, it is open to any student.• To
NCAA standings.
be recognized as a club sport team,
"In one sense· it's a disappoint- at least five members need to join,
ment because we can't compete in . and eight members are needed to ·
the NCAA, and one reason I came receive funding.

"All are encouraged to join [the
rifle team], but there may be some
sort of tryout ·to determine who can
compete," said MattTurner,Assistant Director of Recreational
Sports.
Some returning members have
questions as to how the turnover
from being an NCAA recognized
team to a Xavier club team will
work.
Club sport teams operate on a
much smaller budget compared to.
teams funded by the athletic depiy-tment. To meetfinancial needs, team
members may be required to pay a
membership fee. Another expense
thatthe team members may face is
the cost of ammunition.

"Cuts.will most likely take place
in areas such as travel accommodatio11s," said Turner.
Costs and specifics a!'\ide, mos~
team members are happy that some
. form Of a team will still exist at
Xavier. The chance to compete in
· rifle competitions is what is important to many team members.
"I just want to.be able to shoot
matches and have competitions,"
said sophomore team member Kimberly Wilson.
Wilson also takes value in the.relationships she has established on
the Xavier rifle team.
"I like the Xavier team, We've all
gotten really close and I wouldn't
want to shoot at any other school."

Police Notes

Tax.return help
Xavier University Accounting
Students are providing free tax return assistance through the IRSsponsored VITA program. It is
available to students and low-in~
come tax payers on Tuesdays from
now until April 12, from 5:30-8
p.m. Call 745-3236 to make an
appointment. You must bring your
photo I.D., Social Security card
and last year's tax return if possible.

·

Newswire Photographer

GRACE NORTHERN

Prayer pilgrimage

·

March 8, 5:30 p.m. -A student
reported the theft of his bicycle from
a bicycle rack on the Academi". Mall
near Alter Hall.

March 12, 4:26 a.m. - Campus Police and Residence Life investigated a fight between three students in Kutilman Hall. The sub~
jects were treated for minor injuries and will face disciplinary
chatges.

March 12, 3:43 p.m. -AsubMarch 12, 2:50 a.m. -Campus
Police investigated a report of an· ject using the computer lab in Loauto-accident involving a univer- gan Hall reported several harassing
phone c.alls on his cell phone.
sity shuttle van on Dana Avenue.

n;

March·
3 a.m. -A student ·
who was previously banned from
the residence halls was cited for
trespassing; drug abuse, possession
of drug paraphernalia and failure
to cooperate with university officials after he was observed entering Brockman Hall .with a small
amount Of drugs in his possession.

Police Note
,cif t~e Wee'k ·.
·March 12, 2:p.m. -1\vo
students reported being assaulted in the Sports Center
lot on March 11 by four subjects .. ·

CAMPUS NEWS

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

.

·Four surveys designed·
to improve student life

.

Xavier University's Health and Counseling_ Center in conjun_ction with Rebecca Berman
. -- R.D., M;Ed., from the website www.balancemindbodysoul.com presents:

True or False?
. •.

.

'

Nntrition··.Quiz

......
sexual assault, 'iape, racial harassment, sexual. orientation harass· Contributing Writ~r
ment; sta1king, and relationship
As spring. approaches; various violence.
·· ·
campus organizations are seek!ng
The suryey can be found the
student input as they re~evaluate es~ · MyXU portal and. will be available·
tablis})ed programs; devefop new · ... until May. · · · ·
·
programs, and investigate campus ·. ,120peopleha:veparticipated so
climate. Iri order to 'ach~ive these far; and Cithers are encouraged to ..
goals, four.surveys are now avail- \loice their opiriions, regardless of
able for student contribution.
whether they have taken the surThe Student Government Asso- . vey in previous. years.
ciation put o·ut a ~urvey. on M~ch
· Participation is crucial to the
10 na~t1ed. "The SGA Spring Survey success of this survey, so make sure
2005."
your :voice is heard. .
· The surv~y focuses.on such topThe Health and Wellness Cenics as the·new plus/minus grading ter sponsored~ survey as well this
system beirig implemented in Fall semester.
'05 and what movie-s students wquld
"The Core ~lcohol and Drug
like SAC to show during· the Late _Survey" is conducted every two
Night Movie series.
years and began on Feb. 23. The
Other issues discussed within the · · survey concluded on March 8 with
survey are the off-campus meal plan .728 students completing the analyand campus.safety.
· sis.
Last year over 700 students par~
The purpose of the survey was
: ticipated in this annual :survey and to evaluate the student body'~ atti- .
this year even more are expected to tudes concerning substances in·
· eluding alcohol and other drugs.
take part.
The survey will be out until April .The results will go to help with efand can be found- on the SGA forts at prevention and_ interveriwel>site (www.xu.edu/sgai). ··
tion;
Another survey this semester is
The Gallagher Student Center .
"The College Student Harassm·ent also wimts students' perspectives on
and Assault Survey."
certain issues. An informational
The. survey's objective is to in- . survey will be put. out by the. Stuvestigate. harassment problems at · de.nt Center later this spring. For
Xavier University in order to imple- more information,. contact Jim
. ment ways of prevention. ,..... ·
rvtiller~_i4e,di~e9.t9roft~~rCfallagh~r
Areas that are in. · uestion are Student Center.
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· 1.. Th~ Fr~sliman 15 is inevit~ble.

on

. 2~ EatltigJood bnthe carnptls mealplan is the fastest way to pack on p~unds.
. 3: .~~te night·. sn~cking is the .reascm .most. college., students.. gain weight.
· ·
·
....
4. ·skipping ·breakia~t can help. you lose weight.
· .5. If you're C:?Vef\v.eight, _it's best to get the weight off quickly by dieting.
l. . False. Lifestyle changes associated with entering college can be associ.,.
ated with Weight gain, but the Freshman 15 is not inevitable. Be prepared arid
check out the Monthly Food Bites column -at www.collegeeatingguide.com to
learn liow to avoid this·. trend.

2. False. Campus meal plans offer a variety of food. It"is up to you to make
sound food choices from what is offered .. Check outthe .October 2004 Food
· Bite for more info.
3. True and·false. Your schedule changes ... If you are going to be up late at. ·
~ght be s1:1re to plan to eat .a g6od snack e~en. if it is after some; "magic" hour.
If you don'bplan ahead, you may ·be more likely to make poor food choices.
It'snever when you ··eat that cause!) weight ·gain, it's how. nm~J:i you eat.

' 4. , False.- Many people believe that ·skipping break:f'ast saYes. c~ories. Re"'"
·. search has .shown ·that quite· the opposite· is .true;.. Eating· good breakfast gets.
: YOllr body going. efil:ly ~nd cuts 'down on the nighttime mQnchieS;

a

5. False._Diet~ng, or,restri~tive·~atin~, will nevertesult.ih permanent weight ·.
1oss.'. . If you need to lbse weight, you wiH "need to eat less and e~ercise more.
But_:·~ating less dqe~ hot ·meap. _e(f~ip:g ~s little as. possible to achieve quick resµl,ts.
.
. ,, .: ..
..
· ··
··

·The Editors of Campus .News would
.like to wish everygne; a safe and fun~·
.filled Spring Bte(l}{.
If the sun gets ·to your
· ..Jamie Foxx. now t~at you have taken homo
an Oscar,
what are you going to do next?"
...
· "Well, baby, ah, um. rm aolnU to take myself

to t111·Writinu ·Center...

Xavier's Writing Center : This year's winner for
best supporting role in the ~roduotion of students' papers.
.

'

Walk In II' sehedule your vlstt today. ·
Altilr 8-12

x2876

.. Mnlay-TI.rsday 8:30~0. FrklalY 0:30-3:30, Sllllay HI

head and you get the
crazy idea th~t you
would like· to ·write for
the. Newswire, please do
. not seek~·~medical. attention ... Just-se·ndus an em·ai1 at · Ne'.wswire.
.

.

.·

',

.

.

'

.

..

. .

.

:

.

~

.·

:'

·: . .

.News@xaVier.edu

.

..

.

..
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Sara Rowell,·
l:dito.r

~F·~f.Aui.~1.:v'rr;~~ <[-01JNml
209;,(Jl},~lagl1m• StaJ<leut·C(lntm· ·

xa5.'.l4 .

.S:AC@xavier~edu · ·

.Mdrcn ·r4· markedthe.1d~t •.•
:rn~~tihgophe 20()4-200? · ·
S~11at~: There.is·ndsc;hedc
. -uled business for.the first · <·.
...:rn~~¢tiA9·. of 'th~2.oqs~~oq6/C
.':Seridfe,which cobVen~s ~·:~

c)nA'prii'-4.. we invlf~'.yoy.t~{+
· ·1ttenq :the.n13,w Senote~s·. >
.,. ·.first
meetirig
.. ·. ·
..
.
· ;.

"

.

·.··.,·:·· .. . ·

·.,.

NAME: Steve Bentley
YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Entrepreneurship/Marketing
HOMETOWN: ~aples, FL

NAME: Jeff Kersher .
.
· YEAR: Freshman
MAJOR: Political Science
HOMETOWN: Tolecio,'OH

·.· r

NAME: Derek Emerson Blank
YEAR: Junior
·
MAJOR: Finance
HOMETOWN: Wadsworth, .OH

NAME: Heidi Mallis
· YEAR: Freshman .
MAJOR:· Organizational Communications.
HOMETOWN: ScottSdale,,Arizoria NAME: Marius T. Marti·n · ··
YEAR: Junior ·
.
MAJOR:. Organizational Communications
HOMETOWN: Cleveland Heights, OH

NAME: Chris Burch
. YEAR: Freshman
MAJOR: Natural Sciences
. HQMETOWN: Cincinnati, O,H

NAME: Paul E. Coloma·

~SAC meets W~dnesdays. at 3PMin GSC t14.

· · : All are ~elcprne~O: .··
.. ;'·)

::_·)·,;

~~~~~~l~~~~af·; Business/Fi~anb~:

'~§t:~~~~~~-' .

· ··

N'A~k1 r~1ak~:·jo~~soh : .,. • : ·•

YEAR: Junior
MAJOR:· sport Management
HQMETOWN:.Kingsport, TN ·

for the 1st 100 people

-$1 Green Beer

-$1'.50 Guiness.

.-Free Nachos ·
Live Performan·ce· by the.

Joe Moorm·an
Blue Band
featuring Dr. Colella
Sponcered by
SAC & Ryan's PUb

. :NAME: Hope Orono
.YEAR: :Freshman
· MAJOR: Political Science
.. · ._
··;l:fOMETOWN;;CaiJT!el, lt~t .'. ,, ·,::,.;_ ;-;,. 1::
11.-... ~1·.-:~».:.;.'r ..-...•

;.<.•-'..

i::·

·:~: ...;.:~1'·1~-,.r, '

!·

· ·'NAME: Noah Osterhage ·· " "·
YEAR: Sophomore
.
· :MAJOR: Finance/Economics
,.HOMETOWN:.Jaylor.Mill, KY'.

. .-

'*No picture provided

NAME: Sara Thomas
YEAR: Sophomo~e
MAJOR: B.usiness Man;;igement
HOMETOWN: West Chester, OH
.

I

NAME: Greg Tisone · YEAR: Junipf
. 1,
. MAJOR: Hisfory/Political Science
··HOMETOWN: Cincinnati, OH·
NAME: Erica· Clayton .

' *No information submitted

· NAME: ·Rhianna~-P-rice ·
YEAR: Sophomcire
' ~ MAJOR: PPP/French
·HOMETOWN: St. Louis MO

In Ryan' Pub ·
Thl)rsday, · ,,
Mdrch . 17

·. ~Fre;e Chick~n
Wings·

'·

.• ..'. . .
HOMETOWN. Cuenca, Ecu.a.dor ·. .. ~ /}:<; . . ~OMETO\NN: _D~l,to~, qH

1

9

'

· NAME:'M~!ggie.Meyer·'

YEAR: Freshman.,
'MAJOR: English (Prelaw) ·
)HOMETOWN! FortMitcheU; KY , >' • •·

7 till·

'

· NAME: Stephen Schutzm~ri
YEAR: Sophomore · ·
MAJOR: Pre Med
HOMETOWN: Cincinnati, OH

r

• · ...•. ·· •

·· NAME: Jennifer ·Downing

'

NAME:'Alex Thomas
YEAR:·Junior' · ·
MAJOR: History . .
. .
HOMETOWN: Westerville, OH

·.· NAME: Robert ciuntlier Mayer ·
· ·. ·. ·
· YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Marketing . .
·. .
HOM!='fOWN: Cleveland, OH .

. NAME: Willie Byrd Jr.
YEAR: Freshman
MAJOR: International Business
t19~ETOWN: lndianapolis,.IN

NAME: Sara Rowell
YEAR: Sophomore•
·MAJOR:· PPP/Math
.. HOMETOWN: Akron, OH

NAME: Alex Glandorf

. *No information submitted

FREE AIRPORT
SHUTTLE SERVICE·

Issue # 1 : -._. ·· · .

· Student Government ·Association proudly presents a
free shuttle servi'ce to the Cincinnati .(CVG) Airport·
for•students for Spring Break..The service·is available
to a,.llmlted nu,mber of students on a .'first-come
first-serve· basis. '.The service Is free to .students•
br~ughc :co -you by SGA.
·
Those .,,;,lsl:tlng to· use the servlc~ mui.t. register In
advance. Please send an email with your name. local
·phon.:. ·number, arid :the times of the shuttles you· .
· would
like
to
depart
and
return
on
to
· p;:,.ilishi@~<l..Y.ler.ed!!,. Request$ received after 5:00PM ·
·on Monday, March .14"', will. not be accepted.
Please direct questions to Held.I Mallis at .x3094.
Shuttles will depart. Bellarmlne Circle
Friday, March I e•h at·

Xavier University wlll ad~pt a+/- grading system
(A. A-. B+,,B, B~. C+._c. c-. D,+. o. D-. F) for the Fall
2005 Sem~ster.
This new grading _system. will
•replace the current system .(A~ B, C; D, F). Grades
Issued on the +/- scale. also differ' In value
(I.e.• A=4.0,.A-,,;;3.66, 8+=3.33, B.=~.o, B-=2~66, etc).
All students enrolled at Xavier. University as of the
2005 Fall Semester will· adhere to this new gra'cnng
scale.
,
·

Student ln~ut on the d-ecision to lmplem~nt the 'i;/gradlng system was limited to three students who
served on the Bcicfrd. of .Undergraduate Studies
I 0:00AM, I 2:00PM. 2:00PM.4:00PM, 6:00PM
and consultat1011 with .the Student Government
·· Saturday, March: 19th ac:
Association. - The result of that· consultation is not
necessarily represented In the decision, and no
8:00 AM, 1'2.:00PM; -4:()0~~. e:oc)Pr:'I
camp~s-wlde .survey to gauge student OpiniOJ'
Shuttles wm ·return fro'm the'ali-port·
was conducted. Thus~ In an effort to measure.
·, · ·
,.-., '. Sunday, March 27th at .
student support or opposition to the deClslon,
~,...-·~.:.--:·...
,· 2 o
... oo · ·a· oo
' "' ,.,-:s;:::.:--.· I ' : OPM ......: ' PM._ =.. PM.'
Student. Senate has Included ·the followlrig. Issue
· ..~"~~ .
Monday, March ·28"' ac: •.
question to !'f'leasure student opinion:
· :

· Are you 1..:i favor.of the University's decision :to
adopt the+/· grading system for·all students
beglnn1n·g In the 2005 F~H Semester? ·

~·~·I 0:00AM, 1°2:()0P!'1• 2:00PM, 4:00PM,

. ... ..

, . . ••• -

...... : ' - ' •• - ¥ . . . .

Issue # 1 is being included on the
ballot to· gauge .student of inion.
. A majority vote' f6'7 Issue #. · · will not
further ensure .the new. grading
system's implementation, just ·as a
majority vote against it will not ..·
prevent the new grading system's
implement~tiC>l'l· .:
·

You can vote YE,S .or
NO on. Issue .# 1
Tuesday, March 15.
& Wednesday,
March 1 6· In the
Gallagher Center.
.
Any. questions?
.
Call the Senate Office @ X3094

T.:hank you...
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Home'Gil!llGB,
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'

WF.i'i_
I
HomeGitylcer·

k u 0 t II
ec
s u'
Www.homecityice.com. ~;.ii*
Ch

I

· .O~ford Apartments.
1005~07 PanaAve.

PERFECT SUMMER JOB!
..

.

-.

.

.

.

Hiring Students Part-Time (Now/) anti Fu/I-Time During
·
· Summer
· · :,

Flexible Hours·& GREATPAY!!

•. '. .""

:.' .

;

··http://www.apaitmentsincintLcom
Manager: Art 513.::961-3786
· Office: 474:'.'5093

v1s1r us ON THEWEB ..

www.ho·mecityice.com

FOR.. RENT IN NORTH AVONDALE
Only 3/10th mile from Campus!!!
The apartments described below~ are set in two turn of the century mansions that
. have been well maintained up to the present time. ·Set on .2 acres of manicured
landscaped· grounds,· both houses are located next 'to on another so to create easy
access and plenty of parking. There is .a d~tached, 7 car garage· with automatic
doors. Security lighting set on photo sensors; ·floods the parking area, walkways and·
entrances. All apartments have cable, there are laundry facilities in both buildings,
and for social functions that the tenants want to host, there is an ~normous
basement area that is virtually sou.nd proof. All kitchens are' fully loaded with
dishwashers, disposal~,· and· newer appliances .. We offer· a respo11sivE!; maintenance
system, managed by a professional :Real Estate Management.Company? ,
...
The surrounding neighborhood·is safe arid quiet. The "North Avondale Neighborhood
Assodation" has been vigilante in· maintaining· the surrounding area. ··Moreover, the.
entire housing stotk iil North ·Avondale has continued to appreciate in value!

APT#l

5 bedrooms, 2 baths: $1850.00 (heat and water included)
sun room, living room,· dining ·room, extremely large bedrooms with·
fireplace, walk-in closets, coat closet, lirien closet, built-in bookcase, full
kitchen with· both dishwasher and disposal~ new carpet, A/C.

APT#2a

2. bedrooms, 1 bath: · $7so~oo (heat and water included)
Hardwood floors in· common · space.· and kitchen.
New· kitchen and
appliances wi.th tile counter tops and breakfast area, large bedrooms with
ceiling fans,· charming exposed brick, A/C, bedrooms· are carpeted.

APT#2b 3 bedrooms~. 1bath: · $1025.00 (he.at and water included) .
Hardwood floors in common . space and kitchen.
New kitchen and
· ·appliances with tile counter tops and breakfast area, large bedrooms wi~h
· ceiling fans, charming exposecl brick, A/C, bedrooms are carpeted.
APT#3a ·. 4 bedrooms, 1 bath: $1300~_00 (heat arid \Yater included) .
Ceramic tile kit~hen floor and count~r top, new appliances, br~akfast bar,
of. .closet space, living room.
large bedrooms.,
.. carpet, lots
.
·•

\

·:

APT#3b 3 bedrooms, 1 bath: $1025.00 (heat and water included)
· . Cerami.ctile kitchen floor and counter top; new· appliances, breakfast bar,
large bedrooms, carpet, lots of closet space, living room. '
APT.#5 ·. ·2 bedrooms; 1 bath: ·$750.00 (heat and water. included)
Large kitchen, ·breakfast room, study/den, large bedrooms, A/C~ lots of
closet space, carpet, deck.
'

APT#6 . 5 bedrooms, 2 baths: $1625.00 (heat and water included)·
Duplex, living room, extremely large bedrooms, sunroom, plenty of closet
space, A/C.
·
HOUSE

... :

NOW Leasing
$340 and up

· · Forest Park
.5.J3•851 ~4040

'

.

. *Air;C:onditioning.
*Parking

.Two GreatLocations Just Minutes from ..
. . . ·. Campus!!· .

'

. :.-~.

· *C#ble/Dist. 'Hook-up

.. :

Cinti.!N.KY ·
513-941-0340

. : . . . . ' - ."

,.

'.

< ·. *Wal.~to.;Campus.

EARN.lJP TO $12.()0.PLUS PER HOUR
..

,

..·.*Free Hea(& Water

We offer 10-40+-hours/week
.

: ::

.

8 bedrooms, 3 baths, 2 kitchens: $2400.00 Off street parking, deck,
laundry, A/C, study/den, huge rooms, sun room, full walk out basement.

Please caU:Ian at 513•253.;.7368 or 513-388-9,979 for

a showing
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STAFF :eDITORIAL

Does Xavier encourage
a liberal_ agenda?
Progr~m.

which states, "I pledge to
-explore and take into account the
vironmental conse~
'") consider and

tha~~t~ !~;o~~~t:h~

y?:;;dt~~~fi~~(f:6~~ ~~r a~~~~~ i
0

are seven democra
,·rk;'~;:th~y,ar~,;n,o~ trying to make
<:us conform to tli~fr leftist views of
each republican pr
leges across the co
-:-{i~hl~~d\Ytp~~:X
stories about stude
~--. But d<):yci'u}h,ink the school
' ' -•. 11llf '· ·..:;" · , e option to sign
low grades due to theif -tefus
;-:~
:i: pledge to work
conform to their professof~'\\ibefal
,----; ,.
;,,, "Ii<· \:1
ideologies, this seeaj~
lik¢za
msi
that the govern, ·
than reasonable ac¢tisatiorfr
i'
nder people's

. ·.

v~.

i'

·

!o

questi§h.sh,p~}_

"
But the real
0
.
is this happening
pus?
We here at the
collectively encountered a wide
variety of professors, from accounting to theology, and we accept the
fact that the vast majority of Xavier
students could go their entire college career without encountering a.
conservative professor.
It would be nice for: conservative
students to have conservative role
models, but does that mean our university is trying to in~octrinate us
with liberal ideologies? .Maybe.
Maybe our professors are unconsciously trying to sway us to the
left. This is not an unthinkable concept. The recent controvesy surrounding Ward Churchill illustrates
that some professors are, at the very
least, politically biased in theirlectures.
We have sat through many English classes where a powerful character in a novel lies ~o people and
suddenly there is a comparison to
President George W. Bush.
Well President Clinton also lied,
knowingly, under oath, but does
that ever come up? No.
Maybe when graduating seniors
are offered the option of signing a
pledge with the Peace and Justice
COPYRIGHT2005
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ograms that are
r abused and I
work for a color blind
society, that preferences neither
blacks nor whites?
We think not.
Maybe when the ERIS programbrings almost exclusively liberal
presenters to speak at their yearly
lecture series, they really do not
· think that many conservatives
could conduct '.'ethical and religfous analysis of social issues."
Conservatives don't care about
a unborn child's right to life or the
workers right to keep their hard
earned mom~y.
.
Oh wait, they d.o.
But maybe we.should gt~~ our.
school the bene_f1t o.f the doubt.
Because Ol}lY. wea~ mi;nds ,could be
swayed by this leftist hberal propa_ganda, and o~r school does not produce weak.minds.
,
.
Contrarily'. mos~ of us h~ve ~ad
professors goad us mto c~nsiden~g
the vast facets .of any issue discussed. . . . .
Analyti~ thmkmg i~ the rule, not
the exception at Xavier .and most
would agree no one here is coerced
into a political ideology - some
~tudent~ can ~ot even be coerced
mto domg their homework.
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On the Web: http://www.xavier:edu/newswire
Th• Xavier Newswire is published weekly lhmugh·
out lhe school year; cxccpl during vacation and final exams, by the sludents of Xavier Univcrsicy, 3800 Viclory
Parkway, Cincirnati. OH 45207-2129.
.
The st.if edilorial is wrillen by a differenc slalT member each week and do noc necessarily relli:cl lhe sc:nli·
men ts of lhe entire slaff. ii is also not lhe sole n:sponsibil·
ily or lhe Opinions 8Jld Edilorials edilor ki wri_lC iL .
Tiie slalemcnls 8Jld opinion. Of 77te Xavier NewJwire
are not necessarily lhose of lh1i s1uden1 body, facully or
adminislration of Xavier•.The slalemcnts and opinions of
a C!'lumnisl do not necessarily n:llccl !hose of edicors or

I am responding to last week's
Newswire staff editorial titled "Pirates of the computer lab."
First, I need to clear up an erroneous assumption made in the edito'rial and then I would like to provide some assistance to the individual who wrote it. The 24 hour
Instructional Technology Services
(ITS) Computing Lab, located on
the second floor of the Gallagher
Student Center, is staffed and managed by the ITS ·office not by the
Gallagher Student Center.
Even though the lab is open 24/
7 during the academic year, i_t is

E· D I

T

0

R

general s1arr.
· . ' . -·
. ·
·
Subscrip_cfon rules arc,$30 per year 0r $15 per.SC:·
inesl<.or wilhin lhe USA and arc proruled. Subscrlplion
Inquiries sh\JUld be dircc.led co Daniel Cox, 513,745·
3067:
.
- •; Adrerllsing Inquiries should be dircclCd lo Elizabclh Arnell Advertising,Managcr. 513-745-3561.
- One copy of The Xilvier N.Wswire,__dislribuled on
campus, is fn:e per person per week. Addilionol copies
are 25 cents.
_
- . - Xavier Univcrsiiy is an iii:ademic communily commiUed lo equal opponunily for all persons.

· not staffed 24/7. I wilhmake· an
.asstfmpti~;}::fhatt th~-fa~~t.(' _,,,,,~,gt
st~ff,e~ w_ith a4·pif'sitif r~;
plpy~e at th_e time\1.you"'h
,cn:fr
1
.d.rff'"
i icu1.
ties. n
; r -~..._, ~ .· b-io~:·a:s~gges'tioQ,aS'tQ1gJ)wir).'OU
·c0:ulcfhave,/esqly¢ji'
your. probl~m.
":'".'··.
..,,, ........ 1"'
:.;; •.: . . . ..,.
..
Firsf@:()u".'.~riU1£.~\~d -· a-~~~_:'.~!'>Of
~·was fifled Viith·cliildren1.tffbelong'.·.-._,""":'\-:::.'~'!<."'·i»•"':>.""~~R '-it~. }.fr , Jr# ·~\~ J
, :i -$ ~
mg to one"Wo
an,.lfl
)lOU'could
1hav;e
.Ill-~ - t' ~ J»
inform(!.,~\-'.• _ ;.W,~rr c_hft~!~tf 1fere
·~<

~

-~·"

!f

and asked for assistance. If ito one

. was in the ITS office to take your

·

~

_f

0

~isturbJr~'.i9,m-~~~;~s~~P'.R~61Jtely

· for her assistance. · ·•· .
_If that did not work, you could
have called the ITS' office and in•
formed their staff of your dilemma

.
·
·

call, you could have gone to the
GSC Welcome Desk and asked the
-·-tanc e(the
student atten dan ttior assis
GSC Welcome Desk is staffed 24/7
during the academic year).
· If I_ can be of any_ assistance to
you in the future please feel free to
give me a call (745"4889) or stop
by_ my_ office; ·

~Jim Miller
Director, Gallagher Stud_imtCenter·

Social Insecurity?
Who in America believes that much sooner. Going with this gen- debt now, or more debt latef? A pri·Social Security is not in a sta~e of erous estimate, j>y my math that vate accounts program is the ancrisis?
means Social -Security will disap- swer to the younger generations'
I would like to believe no one; pear in 37 years, making it 63 years retirement worries.
well, no one besides the ignorant. more urgent than the rainforest criNow, _while I have a clear opinNow, who _will admit th~t Social sis.
ion on this issue, my true reason
Security is in a state of crisiS is a
The bottom line is this: While for writing this is quite neutral: I
totally different question? Beltway Social Security is safe right no
wish to impress upon my fellow
. politicians have turned the issue the proble~.,~ets wo s
students the importance of the isinto a partisan one, which it should w fail to fix·i
sue of Social Security reform.
never be. Every political p
iffi
and more expen
Retirement seems like a long
a stake in the future of Am
sive it will be to fix later.
way off, but it is worth thinking
younger generations.
· The sol
'hat is best for · about now, as we embark on our
The ones who will not
young Am
like us who are _ first careers, because it will influ~
that Social Security is in'crisi
.. preparing to .
· e workforce is ence the rest of our lives.
those who are bitter over Ge·
ivate retirement accounts. InDid you know that ~oney inBush's decisive viCtory over J
.d
ver a significant vested at a 10 percent rate ofretitrn
Kerry last November.
·
mes to. the gov:- (which is quite easy· to come by in
- I thought I had gotten used to. ''' ernment;~,we would ha\:e· that a mutualfund~or stock fovestment)
their embittered attitudes,
m.:p!);'ey'pfated into an account that will double in only 7 .2 years? Do
.their partisan whining is :;:dire
' -·
ted, solely to the ind i- the math, and the numbers will sur;a\.1:b~ntributed' it and his prise you. I have· bills and student
hurting me. And you kn.ow w.
It is hurting you, too, my. fe
_ _ i'IY:~'~i;financial security in loans to pay off, but I put what
college students.
·· ·
ti erri~6t'?Mtilil1! · ·
·
money I can spare into an IndiCall it a crisis, a problem, or a
. These investment accounts vidtial Retirement Account.
predicament: there is something_ would be safe and conservative Do you? I hope so, because if
wrong with the system. Some try while :still yielding_ a relatively Social Security is left as-is, an IRAto brush off the issue, saying it high rate ofretum, and would boost type investment now is the only
doesn't matter now, and that it's the nation's economy. Citizens 55 way to secure your future financial only a problem down the road. _
and over would not be harmed, and stability in retirement.
These are often the same liber- those younger would only benefit.
So please, whichever approach
als who say it is a crisis that the (For further · details, visit you consider to be the proper one,
rainforest will disappear 'in 1oo www. whitehouse;gov/infocus/so- be on the side of reform, and not of
years (earthobservatory.nasa:.gov). cial-security/).
.
apathy or partisan disregard. ReSocial Security will be bankrupt
A private account system is cur- forming Social Security affects
and dead in 2042:
·
rently enjoying great success in . your future, and mine.
And this is according to the Chile, and would do. the same in.
-AARP, a· liberal senior citizens or- the US Admittedly, it will cost
ganization. that -is against ~reform. money to implement, but this is un-Chris Brown
Other estimates have it running ou_t avoida_ble. Shall ~e,go into some
· Class of '05

Theology Department response to
Frontp~ge Magazine article ·
What the.Frontpage article :'In- . ~ized i~ the·q~otes.f~omPope J~hn ; ticle, for, example, students also ·
_doctrination at -Xavier';
effect .... Paul II given belQw. Similar values ' read various speeches of President
- amounts to i~ a: 'critique' that the have been: strongly expressed by _ Bush, the Bush administration's
peace and justice program at Jesuit Superior General Fr.. Peter- "National Security Strategy" docuXavier exposes its students to .· Ha11s. Kolvenbach _in out!ining his ment, an overview of the ISraeli~
Catholic values. _
vision of the .nature of Jesuit edu~ · Palestinian crisis written by the Israeli government, an overview of
Each ~f the. in~in is_sues that are cation~
criiicize/i~- the article, such_ as . For Xavier not to expose stu- _the global economic system writ:emphases ori.:the yalue of nonvio- cdents to these values would in fact ten by the World Trade Organiza~
Ie11ce, .economic,justice, ecology, - be to betray its very missi_on as a tion (WTO), writings by Jeane
and solidarity with workers, ~.criti- ,;.Catholic; Jesuit.univen;ity. At the ·Kirkpatrick, Alan Del'.showitz, etc.
cal vie_w 9(;:ispect~ of capitalism .. srun~ time, what _the m:ticle also fails Students are encouraged to engage
.. and currertt forrriS'of.gfobalizai:ion, . to highlight is tltat these are -not . critically and thmightfully with theacritical ·per~p~ctiv~ to,\iard~ war,· -the only perspectives ,explored in realities:ofoi.trworld and-with variil call}or..the strengthening !Jf in- t~e~e classes, ;a_nd certjlinly not in ·ous perspectiv~~ on_ these realities.
The article criticizes what it .
ternatiorial institutiOns, etc·:·are all .. univ,ersity courses as 11 whole.
-in fact centritl features of the sociaL -: C~ntr~sti_ng;yiewi; .ii.ls~: are ex- ·- termsa'reflexive.aversion to war'
teaching of the C~tho~ic ~lmrch. •. amined. In .. the "Chaqenge. of : and an· emphasis on promoting a
Each can be'seen strongly empha- Peace" course mentioned in the ar_. _. (~ontinued on page 7)
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'culture of nonviolence.' Such atti- hind a trail of resentment and hatudes, however, are what all Catho- . tred; thus making it all the more
lies (and all people of good will) difficult to find a just solution of
are encouraged to embrace· by . the very problems which.provoked
Catholi~ teaching.
the war." ( Centesimus Annus 52)
Here are some reflections on
The article is also critical of
these themes from· Pope John Paul . those who raise cqncerns about the
II, who himself has been one the ·impacts of capitalism or of C?rrent
most pr~minent international. crit- forms of globalization, espe~ially
ics of war in Ifaq:
any suggestion that globalization
"I wish to address and request · is contributing to poverty or social
everybody ,to ;withstand the logic · confli~t Again,djese themes are ·
of violence,.· revenge, and , factprominent inCatholi
hatred ... Especia!Jy 'those 'who . thought, especially the
come from countries whose soil is . and speeC:hes of Pope John
stained with blood know well .that . · · . ''The Churph,, ~ince ~C!o Xfil ·
violence constantly ge11erates vio._ .·.. Rerum Noyaruin (in.1891), has allence.
·
·
~ays· distanced herself fro?l capi"War. throws Open the doors t.o . talist ideology, holging it responthe abyss of evil.;. This is why war sible' for. grave social. injustices.''
should always be coi1sidered a. de- (Pope John Paul II; Speech during
feat: the defeat"of reason and of trip to Latvia, 1993)
·
hu'manity ... War never again! I was
"More and more, in many coun- .
convinced of this in October 1986 tries of America, a. system known as·
in Assisi;· when I asked people be-· . 'neoliberalism' preyails; based on·
longing. to all religions to. gatliei: a. purely econo,mic conception of
side by side 'to invoke God for. man, this system considers profit
peace; lam even more convinced and the law ofthe iI_J.arket as its only
of irtriday.'; (PapaL statement on · parameters, to the detriment of the
Sept 3,· 2004)
·.. dignity of arid' the respect due t.
· "I myself, oil the occasion of the indi:viduals and peoples.
recent tragic war in the Persian Gulf, · "At times this system has ·. l>erepeated the cry: 'Never again war!' come the ideoIOgical justification
No; never again war, which de- for certain attitudes arid behavior
strays the liyes of innocent people, in the soci~l and' political spheres
teaches how to kill; throws into leading to the neglect of the weaker
'upheaval even the lives of those .· members of society. Jndeed,. the
ever.more
who do the killing and leaves be-· poor ate .becoming
. ·.
'·
.. ·,. nu-

of

persecutions, poverty, disasters and
epidemics, but because the world's
increasing interdependence has
given ·them a global dimension,
they require. new ways of thinking
and new types of international cooperation if they are to be effectively met. . ,
At the dawn of the new millennium, humanity has the means to
do this.
The United Nations, in fact, and
the large family of specialized or~
ganizations represented by [the
United Nations] arethe natural forum for developing such a mentality and strategy of international
solidarity. At the dawn of the
t whenever iris· twenty-first century, the challenge
ocial •degrading is to build.a world in which indiork, by exploita- viduals and peoples fully and unand by the grow- equivocally accept.responsibility
Y a~d even hun-· for their fellow human beings, for,
all the earth's inhabitants.
"Your work can do much to empower the multilateral system to
bring about such international soli- .
darity:' (PopeJohn Paul II, Address
to the U.N., 2000)
..
The article is critical of emphasis on 'ecological sustainability'.
Concern for the environment, howa strengthening of ii:tternational in- . · ever, is seen in Catholic teaching
stitutions such as the United Na- as an integral part of Christian
tions. Catholic teaching, in con- faithfulness:
"Modern socit!ty will find no
trast, strongly supports such measolution to the ecological problem
sures:
,"Ther~ have aiways been w,ars, unless it takes a serious look at its
merous, victims of specific policies
and structures which. are often unjust." (Pope John Paul II, Ecclesia
in Anibrica, 56)
.In addition, the article is also·
critical of Fr: Urmston's emphasis
on _the rights of labor .and the develop
grams to expose
stud·
pectives of work-
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lifestyle .... Simplicity, moderation
and discipline, as well as a spirit of
sacrifice, must _become a part of everyday life, lest all should suffer the
negative consequences of the careless habits of a few. An education in
ecological responsibility is urgent:
re~ponsibility for oneself, for others, and for the earth....Today the
ecological crisis has assumed such
proportions as to pe the responsibility of everyone .... Christians, in
particular, realize that their responsibility within creation and their
duty towards nature and the Creator are an essential part of their
faith." (Pope John Paul II, "The Ecological Crisis: A Common Responsibility")
It should be evident from the
above that what the authors of the
article "Indoctrination at Xavier"
fundamentally object to is the social teaching of the Catholic
Church
To criticize Xavier: a Catholic
school, for exposing its students to
the .Catholic Church's teaching,
however, hardly constitutes much
ofa critique. For Xavier fa~ulty not
to raise these issues (while also exploring other perspectives) would
be to fail to embody the very mission that Xavier Is called to as a
Catholic university.
-

Dr.John Sniegocki

Department of Theology

·The Democrats wallt my money
I can't understand why I've been dized housing. Had this· person sibility out of the hands of. the or lower taxes, simply a transfer of
·so heartless! .On~eMr. J\licolas told stayed in school long enough to ma!ly citizens and. into the hands m01:iey (rom welfare to public edu. , me that I didn't want my own re- . read ·some of the booksl':mdonat~' Of afow ~overnmeht officials.. .
.cation ... Will this proposal work? I
J(;, · ·· Mr. M:cHligh (Feb. 2, Where
. tirement secure; and that i'
.: .
.
.
don't know.
are ·you all hiding) this next
think government healthcare
But I stand by my contention
section is for you. Here's a deis a· bad idea, and that I don't
that personal responsibility is crubate we can have. I contend
want my kids to go to college,
cial to the improvement of this
that one of the solutions to fix
I wanted to denounce.the GOP·
country. I say the improvement of
some of _the many problems
and demarid a recall of every .
public education will dramatically
facing this country is better
red
seat
in
congress
.
.• · . Ho~ much sl(!".P; do l. really
help this cause.
education.
Oh, wait. No !didn't.
~tie~?.::.Jl~ri_e~.tI*:;;1 / . :. ·
I also say that mere personal do-.
So here's my proposal, and
I didn't because I remem._
···: . ,_>;.
:\·.·,.... ;·
nations l mentioned earlier will
it's a controversial one. Set up
bered.that I enjoy keeping the
help but won't be enough. People
.·: ' ':'~ig'~~;d.,.t:il~t~ ~~· ·• ·.· ·
an ethics committee to determoney that I work hard to earn.
without education tend to (but are
mine an age:' 18 ... 21.. .27 .. .I
I remembered that I am a renot the only people who) rely on
don't know what that right age
sponsible adult who is ca- .
government aid.
should be. But once people
pable of making decisions all
Shifting money from welfare to
reach that age, they will no
i~~diori"w~llfahd/reet.rerr~·§ti~ci by myself. And I remembered
education will promote responsilonger be eligible for welfare.
that it is because of· tlie free
bility by granting an education and
People currently older will be
market that new prescription
not providing an out for thos·e who
grandfathered in, of course, this
.drugs are even produced~ · .
choose to disregard that education.
only applies to people younger
Let's say for simplicity that . ·
I open the flqor for debate.
than this age;
·
I earn $1,000 dollars, and the .
Then take the money saved
·public school down the street
-AdamAzman
and transfer it dire~tiy to' the
needs new books in the liClass of '05
brary. With the Republicans' lower ing, .perhaps this person wouldn't public education system. More
taxes, I.run able to give my share of need my income.taxes to have their money equals a better opportunity
.. for a better education equals a bet~
that cost, say $50, out of my own . apartnienfpaid 'for.. ;
So riow the government has an ter chance to be qualified for a job
free will. Further, _I am guaranteed
. , that all $5(f'l'Vii(go to:: th~ sthoQl, i e;ietra $50·io spend. Yes, they will equals less dependence on governbecause I mailed the check difectly . give some of it to schools, but ment aid. .
The only way. th~s· country be.· • to :the· Schoof personally.
.. ' maybe notthe one I wanted to sup. ' With the Dem'ocrats' ·higher ···port. ·Further: they will give some . gins to fix some: of its problems is
. taxes, not only is. that $5~ no longer · .·of it to subsidized housing, the pe- to make its citiZ~ns .accountable .
. ; in my pocket, 'it was never in"my . ' rial system, and other social justice and personallyresponsible.· With<•pocket· Uncle Sam toc:ik the $50 ' programs: · :
out proper education, this is nearly
Having read this article' so' far, I impossible; It is irresponsible for
· ~out of my 'paycheck. I worked rehear,tless as the democrats to raise taxes ..
ally h~d last week, but got $50 less, might sound
, because the government felt I opening line suggests. But herein
Doing so allows dropouts who
;, wasn1t responsible enough to man- lies the difference between Repub- cannot do productive work to sup.:, agemy ·own mc)ney. .
' licans arid Democrats: I. have no port their family to fall back on
~ · As the government goes to give . problem: with some' of these pro- programs like subsidiz~d hous: ·my hilrd~earned money to the same · grams re9eivilig money. The ~chool . ing-paid for with money from my
; school I was going to give it to any- . down the street will still get money paycheck. Iii n~ way am I saying
:·;way, ids approached by many other under both systems.· '· '· .
these people· should be hOmeless
Republicans simply ·want the . and starve.. Fm saying they
. "public groups who need money.'
. ··.- High ·school ,dropouts ::Who ' freedom to give ariy arriounrthey shouldn'rhave_niade the mistakes
. don~t have th'e skiil's~tii'to obtain a ·: wanpo 'any. group, they wanCThe in the fi~st place. .. · · .. .
, job to :pay: their ·.rent need' si.ib~i- . Oe~c:icra~ want to.take thafrespon. I am neither suggesting· higher

.:J?ea,r:n*c' . ,,.•. , . .,
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Men's tennis· downs
the Dukes

'
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M-uskies' season cut.short
after tournament loss

The Xavier tpen's tennis team
BY CASEY WELDON
nament; made it to the NCAA tournaimproves to 3-0 versus Atlantic 10
Contributing
writer
ment,
making the Atlantic 10 a oneConference competition as the
bid
conference
just. one year after havAfter 17 wins, a second-place finMusketeers posted a 4-3 defeat of
ing
four
A-10
teams
selected. to comhost Duquesne on Sunday after- ish in the Atlantic IO West, and their
pete
for
the
NCAA
Championship
...
noon at the Oxford Athletic Club.
sixth consecutive trip to the A-IO tourXavier,
who
was~
desperate
need
nament
semifinals,
the
college
basketXU moves to 7-6 on the season
while the Dukes drop to 0-5. Xavier ball world weighed and measured the of repeating as conference tournament
took the early 1-0 lead in the match postseason resume of the Xavier men's champions in order to continue their
with victories at first and third basketball team and found it season, could not take advantage of
dissappointing. For the first time in the home game-like nature of this year's
doubles.
The Musketeers went on to win nine years the Muskies will miss out tournament held at the US Bank Arena
in downtown Cincinnati.
three of the six singles matches, two on postseason play.
Atlantic lOP!ayer-of-the-Year arid
of which came in three sets, to earn
After defeating La Salle 83-70 on
the key A-10 win over Duquesne.
Thursday afternoon before falling to A-10 tournament Most Outstanding
Junior Rob· Simpson recorded eventual A-10 Tournament runner-up Player Pat Carroll hit a clutch three
XU's first singles win with a 7-5, 6- and NCAA-snub St Joe's 73-65 in Fri- pointer at the 1:02 mark of the second
0 victory at No. 4.
day night's semifinal, th~ Musketeers half with the Musketeers trailing by a
'XU will return to action toelay waited anxiously for a call· from·the single point (64-63).
Carroll, who went for a career-high
when the Musketeers play host to ··NIT after the NCAA selection show on
.. '.; ' ' . ·.....
:30 points against the Musketeers (20
Sunday night - but it never came.
Morehead State.
"I think we're disappointed," said a in the first half); is the first player to be
light-spoken
Sean Miller. "I don't re- .. named the regular season Player-of-the
XU swimming ranks ally have anything
further other than Year and the tournament Most Outin final poll
that." Xavier ends their 2004-05 cam- standing Player awards since Xavier's
paign at 17-12(10-6 in theA-10). Dur- David West did so in 2002.
Carroll is also the first player since
In the final poll release of the ing the final seconds of the St. Joe's
season, CollegeSwimming.com defeat, you could see similar sentiments 1988 to win theA-lOTournamentMost
ranked the best of the mid-major in the faces and actions of some of the Outstanding Player despite losing the
Championship.
teams in college swimming.
·players.
Prior to Carroll's dagger, Xavier
Out.ofthe record 81 participatMost noticeable were those of
. ..
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY SHANE GLEASON ·
ing schools, the Xavier men fin- Xavier's lone senior Keith Jackson; who .freshman forward Josh Duncan missed . Freshman Stanley Burrell, shown here in Thursdays win over La
ished 32nd, while the XU women sat on the bench with his .fare in his the front-end of a pair of :free throws Salle, was named to the tournament's ·All-Championship team. ·
ranked 37th in the final release.
hands, almost in acknowledgment of that could have tied the game at 64
The men totaled 205 .45 points the fact that he knew .it would prob- : with 1:28 to play. Xavier trailed 56-47 change in RPI ranking that I was very · ticipants (Temple, St Joe's and Miami
in the poll and only trailed four ably be his final game as a Musketeer.' at 7:41, when XU went on a 15-8 run to hopeful that the committee was will- (OH)). "We were really finishing the
. "This is really· tough for our . cut the lead to 64-62 with 1:28.
ing to lookat the quality ofoudeanr conference strongly, and thatgameesconference teams.
What killed the Musketeer's ·and the quality of schedule and the pecially didn't help us .. .I think that
The Musketeers finished 10 players ...They really wanted to conpoints behind La Salle, with St. tinue to play," said Xavier Athletic Di- · chanees at dancing this March wa5 their · way the team was playing in February ·. was the back-breaker," said Rogers in
rorRat- andMarch."
rega!dstoXavier'shonid53-521ossto
Bonaventure leading all Atlantic rector Dawn Rogers. ''They fel~
given the chance at the postseason~·
used b ·
l:.a Salle on Feb. 27.
10 teams with 234.27 points.
TM'Looking ·at that room of guys, I
The Xavier women totaled would have continued to play well."
see everyone is willing to do whatThe Musketeers, who along with
204.02 points and edged Duquesne
by a point.
·
St Joe's, made an improbable late-seaver they can to improve this team for
ext year," said Rogers and was later
Richmond was the top finisher son run that propelled them to an ap. hoed by Miller.
in third with 238.98 points and led pearance in the Elite Eight last year,
have made either the NCAA ToumaXavier, who will be returning all but
the seven A-10 teams.
mentor the NIT.each of the past eight
n to next year's team, and will
seasons (including four straight h.!Ph
~
looking to add the iikes ofl3randon
to the NCAA Tournament). .~'i:'\b.;,,~,"'~&:hl'!
at'!n ~le,BoubacarColy, and freshmen BJ.
Women's tennis
This season three A-10 teams will Duquesne," said Rogers.
will be participating in postseason ac- Raymond and Denick BroWll. These
be involved in postseason action:
The men's program had hoped that tion.
additions will hope to increase the
beats Duquesne
George Washington, Temple, and St. their personal accolades and their conSix NCAATournarnentteams (Uni- teams' successes and learn from their
The Xavier University women's Joe's. Of the three teams, only GW ferences history of success would give versity ofCincinnati, George Washing- failures of this' season to make sure the
team cruised to a 6-1 win over vis~ (12-seed), whowonanautomaticposi- themtheedgeoversuch lesser-known· . ton,IowaState,Creighton;MisSissippi Musketeers are not in similar situaiting Duquesne on Friday afternoon tion b . winnin the conference tour- teams. "This year was such a vast: State and Oakland) and three NIT par- tion next year.
at the Mercy HealthPlex in
Fairfield.
Xavier improves to 8-5 overall
including a 2-0 mark versus Atlantic 10 Conference opponents.
Xavier swept the three doubles
matches to take the first point of
the match.
In the first position, the senior
tandem of Lauren Clary and
Stephanie Bauer rolled to an 8-1
defeat.
The Musketeers maintained.
their form in singles action recording wins in five of the six matches.
Xavier will be back in action on
3/16
3/16
3/19
' 3/16
Monday when the Musketeers open
at UC Early Bird Relays
WNIT Tournament
vs. Northern Illinois
vs. Morehead State
up their Hawaiian vacation versus
(Bowling Green, Ky.)·
(Hayden Field)
(Gettler Stadium)
(Mercy HealthPlex Fairfield)
Chaminade. ·
3 p.m ...
11 a.m.
6p.m.
1 p.ni.
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.
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.. •. . BY. Q\s·~:WELDbN · .
. :contributing writer

>'Qveralio; the Musketeers. hav~
. beertout8cored:byl3runs (81-58);
.. ·. We'recoming.~yrnili~efromthe ,
It has been:a>stretch fulfof .•including giving µpa: season high
·Gatlagher .Stlident Center The,aj:Re,:.
streilifor the :Xavi~l'b~eball·team. 12 runs.to EastTennessee State in.
where allh~ll has officially broken .
· Coming o,fC~ wiri versus St. ; the back¢nd of a d~ubleheacier on
lobse. The~ Poi.tr ,Horsemen of the .
Xavierat Hayden field;theMuske- • Feb. 26.
Ap()calypse ar~ circling around-.
teer~ answered back to a·three~game
The Xavier baseball team man-·
I..edgewocxUo6king for parking spot ·
:losing streak, yvith the first yvinning. aged. to hold :host Butler to only
·aStheEndT1Ille8drawnear. TheXavier
streak ·ofthe young 2004~05 sea- fivetotal hits in the game but four
Players huddle tirirldlf urider a make.
son.
.
.
errors w,ere costly as'xu fell to BU,
shift lean~fu by the Scales ofJustice as
. Th1dive game ·stretch for the 4'-3, in non-conference. action at
·their worst nightmfll"e becomes a real.Muskies· saw the~ fall on the road Bulldog Park.:
ity: .Athletes.have taken over the stage. ·
to Butler a~d atchrival UC, return
· ·In the home half of the seventh,
It's Sunday. llight and I>iversions
to Cincinnati, to split a weekend the Bulldogs go.t the .leadoff man
·edifc>~ JiJ:nmy Dillon and I are prepar- .
.doubleheade~ ;versus Clevefand on after aXa~ier ettol'~ ;\nothex: er-.
irtgt0wimessthefustever''JockJains" ·
.S.t~tebefote clbsihg'it out with a rorfollowed by a walk loaded the.
athlete.talent show. Wearepromised .
. .
·· ·
.
.
.· ,
.. .
. ..
. .~in'overAkrpnoil'.fuesday. · .
basesforBU. The•nextButlerbatperformances from·members of.all of ·. Bump, set, dance! . The. volleyball team proves that their athletic ,, ·.· The ·,pair of c,>pposing, ~treaks tersJngled.to,:left to,score two.nin~.
Xavier's NCAA teamS in traditional ·. prowess extends far beyond tne hardC()Urt ' ' '
.1e~vesbat1Sinionds ':Musketeers at :- nel's:and:ii:llowed: the hmne teiuiito
''Star Search"foirrurt witl1 tnodm&l(te. ' :,inuch.''. The female run-for-funs complete with the subtle ribbon flick . 4~ ti dn the .se~sori. · . •
· regain theJead 4~3. : The B titl~r:
no)seoling: . .
.
: standin.fonriation holding up let~ · atthejurlges~a very.nice touch .. One
: Th~ug~ tQ~it:r~cord dl)es ~ot bullpenwould.cop}e·irt and close·
' As we walk into the (!}eater; I reluc~ ·. ters •that spell out: something like .·. of thejudges mistakenly refers. to tl1e indicate the: growth :the·. Muskies .' the d,oor' to.preserve. the win;
,. tantly hand overaten dollar bill for a .. "THE RUBIK'S CUBE!" The po- Squad as the "color guafd," which led havti made irfrecent.weeks, the sta~ . .• 'fhe Xavier.wo,es contiimed .ver~
of t:lrree dol~ar tickets to a trio of ·. tential ~or comedy. was there, ~lit me to ~ervously looking around for ti.stic~ defi_nftely ha~e. astheXa.vi~r •·sus the;Bearcats'in:their 6-0 loss, as
baseball players manning the admis- ·alas, no misspellings. They wait anyROTCCadetsinattendance. Ithirik bats have cOme.ali'ye.
. . . , UC hurler Tony Maynard tooki
.sions table. One of them tries to give .for ~heir music to becued up, then, .we're in the clear. ,
. .
· t~'the two winsduring their cur~ •no~hitter intc)Jhe top ofthe. eighth
.me· seven dollars in ch.ange and ·at- all the sudden.over·the PA blares
Nextupisthewomen'stennistei:un~ .r~fit two~game'\Vinhing*~ak;the.; inning.ulttilLipsklcb9pped a;base
terilptS to."cariY the one" in checking "Ya'll tuned into-.the %#@$&#%$# . Wow. Absgl1,1t,ely stunning. ,If any of ' Musketeer.s ·~~ye n:ianagecfto hav~' hit bver:tlie!p~tcher mound, t~ Sp<;>if
his subtraction.·. It's gonna be a good greatest!" followe~ by. the begin- . the team reads this, I'm 6-foot:-3, enjoy 18 tot~l batters cross home: plate.: r .tlie feat , The Bearcats:scored the
show. .·
· ·
.
ning pulses of Jay~Z's '.'Dirt Off Your long walks on the beach, puppies;;.oh l).uriri~Mo,~~aY:'~.s~on~ .half qf the o~lyru11_!ili~~ ~~~~ early, as they.
The hoiise iSri't quite packed and Shoulders" ... the unedited version. nevermind. I really need to staitgoing d,ci,ti~!eh~ap·~r: yersus .Cle':' eland. Jlli:flped ,ah.~ad}:o ~n a,sa(:rifi~e f1y
the crowd is half comprised of athletes T~ere's a: couple "oooohs"
the. 'I to tennis matches. Well; not Teally, bµt ' .• State theMusketeers scored ,l 0 hms •·,to left. field:' The Musketeers muswaiting to perform. The show can start · back rows but no one is really for a se~cmd there it crossed my ffiirid. to ~CSQ's
()n Tues:ciay, the tered two hitS alLga~e long.
·
a:s soon as people stop talking and our · laughing except for Jimmy and I. Hanson's: ''MMBop" kicks in. as th~ Musld~s utili~ed :back-to~back
· After.weather pushed theweekphot()grapher gets e>ffthe damn stage.· . ; .J lqoJrnv~ to ass~s the, nµmber of cr6wd·finally clap~ alqng ~rrectly P!J ~~~~ r.li~~. l?Yk~,;ip~~ m1<! S~iiµ ·~: enq ·g~qi~s:J:>a~*· X~vfor<anq Cleve".
I contemplate: chatrileling· earlyi~Will' mortified parents and a confus¢d Sister, try number:twOi· 'f.he la:cfies do aninter7,. :~j,~W;~f:, t()•i ggJd\;()ff a ,later~f!nirig : land State:finally faced off on Mon~
Fertellfromthe~'Gerofftheshed!'.'.SNL: .Rose.. The,songcontinuesasourlaugh- · esting'rqutine of cJrills'with::.tennis' coD}~~ap~bY,..tq~,Zips;(8~5). .. . · <;layafternoon; The.teams splitthe
sketch, but just then the lights dim and . ter grows with ever,Y F-bomb~ N-bomb . rackets ancftennis balls! .It's pretty im-. :: .:: Of.the'Musketeers•four 1wins'on doubleheader that saw both team's .
.things are ready to get rolling. . .,
and every other bomb Jay-Z has to of~ Pn:8~iv~ .at first; hµt realistically there ;tfie s~~s~ri·, thrde tho's~ hav~ ~~e~ i bats come alive.' CSU took the first
·Our emcees fi
t~~ f~~~i!¥l.1~~ljgi&,~!.n:
··· · · ks. you: can do :ili~:~y.~£or~·~O.~.ble,fi~IJI'.~: The · ganie; 11~2,'arid;XU bounced back
information assis
. ugh four aets. I\1:tjst<et~er1> de#M~~·tµe:~a,"'.ier . to take game. two~ 10-~. .
,
·
. nnisinthelead,bµt .s~PPC?.r'.~:foriµer~e8:inNI~~mi:(OH) : . ,,The<Mus~eteers will return to
senior Melissa· Cl.av
judges. We've gotTracy
rs that thebasebruheam :ll-fcin:March 4.anct\S_aint Xavier ! action today at Hayden :fiel4. for
., ' nfayorite: ,'' '
'
l0~1;hyd'~~ys;l~t~b6fr:i§il(r99'6~: •.· . ;· th,eirJifthgruli~:infourdays,•:asthey
strength.'and conditioning,
· Suilivan from sports medici
"men'sgoifsendsseniorNeal ·•• ; Urifortunately.'for/Xavier,ithey · pr~i>are to·ta~e·o~ Ricllmond.,The
Sheela .Patel from sports medic1
' ki to ·the ·li()~S as their forte· h,11ve se~n the~. share ofr.u11s. sc'!red Muskies wiU:qpeh up. Atlantic 10
the Simon Cowell role.
ntative. He takes the stage in ag~inst:t.he01:1pis·)eascjn. Jn.. the play this weekend; as they will.head
· Without further adieu, the swi
.anal attire w~th ho props and oniya opening g~me· ()fth~ CSl:J':double- · to Richmond ·for a. two-day, three
teambeiinsitSforayintotheatei.Wait
microphone. AsJirillny asks meifl :header the Musketeers allbweefll .·. game series :versus conference
asecond ...this isn't original material. I
think he's .going k> do starldup, lstrui rUQ~ to the Viki~gs'(;ll-2)., ·• : ' ' ' power Richixlond; '' ,
.
. BY DAVE Gil.MORE

.

," Sports editor
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S[kihot~re?m;n;ed;tru~.~e:. to:.·th~e:m:o~v.~1.e ·~.:n~'
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. ~: int6 a si:n09th acapella reildi- ·
f'.'Almost Like Being .in Love."

....
doWn to the announCing team arid

Purp~~;~~::s~::~~~utine

.

son;:!~fPJ!:~~:P~:

gtab
WNIT bid
'.;'····;·;··ftm·l·······e.
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bras win ~fter a minute of
00 simp e1
n't even close.
.
mayhemthatiilmostlea
kplayso .
enasongyouclapto
BY BRIAN BOWSHER
Porter-Talbert add the scoring
swimmer with a bus
]y$, ,~@
, few people with ,
Contributing 'writer
punch from the outside with a comeir, uc ets.
·· · 'veenouihdiity.
\Vhiie Selecti,rin;Sundaycarne bined 34,5 points per game. Trydue to the s ·
portrayed Be11 ti er an .to e-guy · ·~;,g~"~~f="=e l~:;e-~ ange
teffortSandlet :and.wentwitiidut•~rfNCAAtour- ing to stop these three players will
:ttamen(oirth;,t~e Lady Musketeers'. be thefocusforXavier defensively,
who did Lance ~strong and later . but think better of it befo.re it's too late.
donned a Speedo that reminded me ' : Those guys
"Stomp'.' are rolling acts·, Neal' is probably
winiler; . .if :season corltinues::~oriight at West- as the, triQ ,scored 122:of WK's 152
. in their graves riibtnow. Wait, "Stomp" there were no women's tennis team.
em I(entiicky' in' ~li~,~port~viewJv points in their two games in the Sun
· why I don't attend swiffi meets.
In between skits, the judges weigh :·is still together? Oh; )'ikes.
Whathappenedrtextreallyd~es V{onien's Na.tio.nal 'Invitational· 'Belt.Tournament. ·
.
.
in on the "talent" and Linder
to
. Anyway the runners are still lined its own column; maybe even its own Tournament; While .disappointed . . X:avie~ wfo be looking to record
bring out the next teani. ·Patel weighs : up, banging on their.buckets in a dis- issue of the Newswire.I'll try andde- by missing ,th~ big dance for the · their firstwiii in: two different catin with her·first nasty' quip of the. >play.that could go on forever. Finally" . scri~ it for you as best as I can, but it second straiglityear,.playing.in ttie egori~s. as tliey are 0-2 all-time iri
evening: "You guys ,should stick to· ·;they clear offand the other halfof the was one of those_ things .\Vhereyou fe:'. · ·:3i~foaiQ tournament win provide . the WNITaild postthe same record
lhe water, this land stuffiS triclcy."How~ runners (presumably the underclass- ally had to~ there, you know like the ·. .vailiable experfonce ·.·for· a •squad · ·in the: brief.series against WKU:
ever, only about 'three of the fifty mi~ men) come out. .. in uniform.
moon landing or ili,e Kennedy assassi- that· will retumJqur starters riext · Xavier fell ,'fo ·Miami (OH) ·in the
crophones on stage are w,orking.
In the second Frat Pack tribute of nation.
.
.,yeaJ:~ ..
.. . . .
firstl'ouncl ()~last year's WNIT 77Linder taps the mike and squirlts up the evening, the boys whip out their
The volleynall Squad comes out in
The Lady Toppers of Western 65; after an 8()-°74 setback to Indiinto .the booth for salvation. Like any- ribbons and begin to perfomi therhyth- what can only be described as a life- ·Kentu~ky finishe.dthe regular sea~ .ana in 1998.'.JheMusketeers have
one is actually up there;
'
mic filmmasticS floor routine from "Old changing combination qf their nomial ~ son wi,t~ a 20~9 reco,rd oVerall)n~ not faced offag~irist the Lad)'. Top~
Next up, the women's cross country School," complete with the "ChariotS uniforms and 80s spandex. The fainil- .cludfog a 12~2:markinthe Sun Bdt pers since a 9(760 blowout in Bowl~
team comes on stage as we hear this ofFire" soundtrack.
iar fotir notes ofC&C Music Factory's . Conference, an<i ,.are .led: by. 6.,3 ing Green in; 1997. The winner of
exchange:
.
.
.
. This was the first genius moment of, "Everybody Dance Now" kick in and freshmll(l forward CrystalK,elly·who · theXayier~WK'O contest will take.;
Girl #1 [to her cross country fiiend]: · · the evening, with 'freshman Michael ·· ·~ngs begin to get a little loco.. .
averages a: dm1ble-double with19;0 ·on either Illinois· or Indiana State
"Just get naked and you'll beat them!" Raidt in the center doing his best Frank
Continued on page 11... points ahd J O,lrebound~pe;. game. · in the seeond i;ound. bate, time, and·
Girl #2 [quietly]: "Okay, that's a bit the Tank. The dance was truly ma:de
Guards Leslie Lo sdon and Tiffan . location for: the contest.are TBA ..
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. CultMovieMontfiReview-----.- - - - - - - -

vamp·· ires,nOtJw3.ter.· ill ·.·Mexico

CLOONEY AND TARANTINO STAR IN THE (::RIME_ DRAMA THAT WENT WRO~G, WAY WRONG

U"?"="lftt?'!W!Ht\\IP~

·.
'Altered States'
· at Aronoff Center

BY JIMMY DILLON
Diversions Editor

This article. is par:t of a month
long series discussing cult movies..
It seems things _are in motion for
The
Cincinnati
. Arts .another Quentin Tarantino classic Association's Weston Gallery in with the criminal GecJ<o brothers,
the Aronoff Center for the Arts excessive gore and sexual perversity,
a hostage family, a race to the Mexiprese~ts ''Altered States."
''Altered States" is a photogra- can_ bord~r and witty dialogue.
That is until the vampires show
phy exhibitthat displays a survey
of types of photographic manipu- up.
No film has ever taken a harder
lation to achieve altered states of
reality. The exhibit features di- turn for the worse than "From Dusk
verse apporaches, from hand Till Dawn," Tarantino's story about ·.
maipulation to digital fabrication a pair of criminals and a family of
hostages who happen to stumble
and abstraction.
The gallery is open from 10 upon a vampire-infested "nudey''
a.!Il. to 5:30 p.m. T~esday through bar in Mexico.
George Clooney ("Ocean's 11 ")
Saturday and noon to 5 p.m. on
stars as Seth Gecko, a tattooed, sharp
Sunday.
' ·More information can be found tongued bank robber. His brother,
at www.cincinnatiarts.org/weston .. R.ichard, is played by Tarantino
("Pulp Fiction"), who decided
.·:·"'?
against directing the movie to concentrate on the screenplay and his
character. Filling out the rest of the
class is Tarantino-regular Harvey
.St. Patrick's ~ay
Keitel ("Reservoir Dogs") as the faPHOTO COURTESY OF SIGHTSANOSOUNOS.NET
at Ryan's Pub
ther of the brothers' kidnapped famClooney
was
a
real
bad
ass
in
this
movie
and·
that's
without
the
wooden
stake jackhammer. ·
ily, Jacob Fuller, and Juliette Lewis
Ryan's Pubwill be hosting·a
("The Other Sister")· as his daugh- with a band ~hat plays human bqdy .throw, blow up, cut in half, and be- 'pires showed up.'; Disregard these
St. Patrick's Day party.,
·
·
people immediately.
·
ter, Kate.·
parts as instruments and a vanipress head.
· There will be free nachos and
It's important to note what kind stripper in the voluptuous (an under- . Nevertheless, typical _vampire
. Second, the film hasa j>airofcult
chicken wings for the first one
ofvanipires we're dealing with here. statement) Selma Hayek.
rules apply to them. They can be icons. Cheech Marin ("Up in
huridred people and also a perforNo more are vampires· eastern EuAdditionally, th~ vampires, al~ killed with holy water, wooden .. Smoke") plays three characters!
. maiice by the Joe Moorman Blues
ropean aristocrats, stuffy yet sensual though equipped with super stakes, sunlight, and silver. bull~ts. Meanwhile, horror film regular and
Band with special guest Dr. PauL
creatures. "I>usk" '.presents a wild str~ngth, are refatively flimsy, which •
In the final vampire showdown, gore make~up artist· Tom S.avini
Colella. And if that is not your
bunch. of
the
crusaders don holy water-filled ("Dawn of the Dead") stars 'as Sex
bloodsuckers
complete
them
·
particula~ly eas_y .to
makes
.
.
idea of a party, there will be $1
condoms and. Super~Soakers, a Machine, an. unexplained foather. green beer and $ 1.50 Guiness.
wooden-stake-inounted pile driver, clad character who has a working
The party starts· at 7 p.m. and ·
and silver-tipped arrows with pistol on his groin.
goes until 9 p.m. on Thursday in
crossbow.
Believe it. or not.• the
has
Ryan's Pub, on the lower level of
Perhaps ~looney's finest cin- some interesting' religious un_derthe GSC. ,
ematic moment (contrary to popu- ·tones. Keitel 's character is. a disaflar belief that it. was his role in "Spy. fected minister.
Kids") is impaling the gruesome . Fc:ir a person iookirig for the diundead with a Jackhammer.
· <vine on Earth, it ends up. being deOther
interesting
methods
for
mons that prove God's exi·stence. If
'The Retreat
killing vampires include impale- hell exists, then heaven certainly
From Moscow'
mentwith cue sticks, decapitating · must.
with bullwhips, and removing the
The film ends with all but Seth
The Cincinnati Playhouse in
. heart and stabbing it with a pencil. · and Kate dying. Cheech Marin's fithe Park presents the drama "The
Needless to say, the last hour of ital character, Seth's partner who
Retreat from Moscow."
the film is total biood bath with unknowingly ·picked the bar as the
The play, by ·William_
hardly any memory of its previous meeting place, enters and this exNicholson, was nominated last
life as a crime drama. ·In essence, change follows:Carlos (Marin) asks,
year for the Tony Award's Best
"Dusk's" bi-pplar nature is what "what, were they p~ychos, or.... ?
Play.
-Seth, dejected yet infuriated, repl~es,
makes it so -classic.
The play rims from March 15
N~w. you rriight be asking: how ··"Did they look like psychos? Is that
through April 15. Ticket prices
can a movie that was written by what they looked like? They were
range from $34-$46 depending:on
Qu·entin Tarantino, stars. Georg~ vampires. Psychos do not explode
the day and seat location. .
Clooney and grossed over $25 mii- . when sunlight hits them, I don't give
For tickets or more informa. lion be a cult film? Here~swhy. . a f - how crazy they are.''
tion, call 421-3888 or visit
First, many peoplewho saw this
George Clooney ~nd Cheech
www.cincyplay.com.
· film. completely hated it, passing Marin having a conversation alone ·
it off as a Tarantino foul-up, his so- is enough to get me to see a movie.
lution for an expensive drug prob- Ad.d vampires - and Quentin
lem, perhaps. These are the people · Tarantino and it's pretty much my
Wow, this guy is ugly!
that said, "'Dusk Till Dawri' was a favorite movie of all time.· hope
really
good movie until the vam- you agree.
Aquatic life at

film

r.

Newport_ Aquarium
The Newport Aquarium is
home to 16 exhibits and countless
mysterious and interesting forms
of aquatic life. Everything from
.jellyfish to sharks and sea turtles
·can be found inside~
The aquarium is open 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Sunday to Friday and 9
a.m. to 9 p.m. on Saturday.
Tickets 'are $17.95 for adults.
For ticket ·information visit
www.newportaquarium.com or
call 85!}-8.15~1441.

New Releases
The following discs are due for release on or before March 15 ...
The Av.ila Brothers The Mood: Soundsational (Thump) ... Blood or
Whiskey Cashed Out 011 Culture (Punkcore) ... Celtic Fiddle Festival
Play On (Green Lfonet) ... Daft Punk Human After A.U(Virgin) ... Al·
Green Everything 's OK (Blue Note) ... Kaiser, Chiefs Employment (Uni-·
versal Motown) ,.; Curtis Mayfield Mayfield: Remixed - The Collection
(Rhino) ... The Peop.les The feoples (Ninthwave) .. : Gruff Rhys YrAtal
.Genhedlaeth (Sanctuary)
... all dates are tentative.
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Friday, March 18
David Mcmillin
@ Southgati:: House

Saturday, March 19.
Styx & .REO Speedwagon .
@ Cincinnati Gardens

Saturday, March 19
American Hardc;ore
@Alchemize

Tuesday, March 22
Kings of Leori @Bogart's
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Clim.tis in 'Stairs and Elevators'

has a gtitsy voice.that she can re-

.·.> .. ally· iurn·ofi when she hits tlie dis-

tortion pedal.for the choruses ...
. ·.Agood example, this method •·
can' be:I-i_eafd c)n ''NewRescilu- .·
tion." The bass-heavy verses .
mqve ruong'with sharp lyrics such.'.
; as ''My new resolution is.to be I .·.
· someoµe\vho does not ~are what., .
anyone thinks of me," and the ·
. song builds to a powerful po\Ver~ :
.· chord chorus. ' '.
. Throughout.the album the lyr-.
ics remain a strong point. The
·Heartless Bastards
J:>and is relatively young, and .
Stairs and Elevators
.many of the songs seem to be
(Fat Possum Records} ·
l;}bout finding a place in the: world.
They stay simple yet refrain from·•·
being immature:• "I .got:'these "
words on the tip of. my tongue,
make. it feel so
.
.nufub,
. .
. so I .march
my
feet
to
a
different
drum,!' .
. It':S the cat's pajamas •·
. The bass. and drums· are both,
Local Cincinnati. act the Heartless . ·right ori, especialJy "sw~p Song,">
Bastards' debut album, ."Stairs .and . : which has a driving, groovy beat. '
Elevators" hitsmany of the right.·.·. At some points it is hard ~o be"
chords.·
·
·
· Iieve this is a debut album. be'

Lead singerand songwriter, Erika cause the band plays so well to-· .T.he.·Heartless B_·a~tard. s.'play at a recent show to' s.up· port their 1·u_ st-release(j debut album ..
Wennerstrom; is from Dayton but she -· ·gethet~.
came to cinCinnati to form her band. · · Just about every sorig is soild,
She plays guitar in addition to sing- .· but "Pass and Fail" really is the
ing, and, with a solid bass player and b.ee's knees. In general, I don)
;'the Smooth Crimidrummer to back h_er up'. ; they make think there are enough ''o.' o_ h
.nal" Smith, dons the
.p·ounding;.·garag·e-·simp··1e'rock ·
oohs~' in music so th1.·s song does
·
·
.Continued from page 9 ... · Michael Jackson atThe soimds are comfortablyfamil- not disappoint Jn that (or any
. ··
.
No ... words .. ;should've... sent..; · tire (although rm .
·
.. . ·
iarand there~s good.reason forif;.All other) category. ,
a ... poet. Gyr~tion, droppingit like not sure Michael
of the songs have a. P.ixies fo. undation · Ther~. Is a so
..1..o piano t. ra.·.c.k · ·
·
·
·
·
·
it's hot, the worm, soul train. line; Jackson ever wore
and basic song. stnitture. There is a (simply tided "P.iano Song"} toiangibie influence froni the Whit~ wards the end of the album that it's all stillkind of a blur to me, but Pciny. cleats) :and

Dave Rants

~!~iJ?.~~! ~1:1.~.~~~ .s~,~.g~ ~o~~ p.~t"Y!th d2~~·~· fit~ ~}.t.h,

re.~t .th.~

•hth.eap~.-ei.~wora.ms

·.~

:~:.n

~~.-

. ·'
t.,
tpe,.
<;Jf
Ithd. e. oenk..dn..·o.ow(
...a!l.wncees•.o.th.me_eg'.i:.Ar.1.st ..". ...1.:_rn·...e·o.d.r.
.·.n. . .i.::.pb..r
111
a. N
...i.rv.a.·.ria.· 'i;'t.Y~.Ie'of.·sinip'lic.1.·ty.. ~ ·:'. if ··.al.bu.iii's. sound. , but t.hat's.·.not to · ~
- 2~ngregated · togethe~ and :Ye1fe(L''/':'..· soli<l inov€s h.ut ·
say .it is bad music;.. The· song something to the cr~wd. ~ome . hts backups. left
you follow:·,.· . .
The reason I .reference Nirvana is hints at more. bread th· for sources
it was "XU!,'; othets something to be dethat they helped to make the "quiet . songwriter Wenners.troin and. swear
·
th
..
t
.t.
· · d . However, t.h e
.. a 1. was. "F" Yiou.,,,. 'Iio be sire
verse, loud chorus" popular. The· could lead to exploration of dif- honest, it might.as well have been timing of a Michael
He. artless Basfar.ds definitely took · ferent sounds on future albums.·
·
the lattei:becauseit pretty much Jackson-themed
n.otes. Wennerstrom delivers much of
The Heartless Bastards .debut
·
·
··· · ·
·
··
annihili,ited .·anything that had. pre;. perfor.mance could .
·· ·
· ·· ·
·
. the lyrics in a talky, gru. ff way, bu.t she album is; in. a word; great.
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - viously ·graced .• that stage (with have been b.etter, or,·
apologies the cast of "Dead Man depending on how
you look at it,
Walking.")
. . . .
In the. wake of the volleyball couldn't have been
team's show.:stopping dance num- in~re perfect~ What
ber, the woinen's soccer squad had happened next is
the task of following the act of the still.a little hard .for .
. evening thus far. Junior Molly IJ!.e to talk about.
Finnerty comes out and begins to .Several players
play classical violii1 in ·what may come out in retro .
turn out. t<? be a traditional, but good XU baseball jer'performance. The wheels finally seys. I think to mycome off when various soccer play- self, "Hey, cool jer~ Freshman Michael Raidt proudly twirls.
ers prance around 'in ballerina out- . seys~ Oh .no, why
fits somewhat similar. to:what the are they unbuttoning them? Wait a an Atlantic 10 championship in over
second I know this song .. .it's Right ·a decade. Not exactly a strong
volleyball team donned.·
Finnerty's tempo increases as Said Fred."
opener. Without warning, junior
the team divides into two groups
As "I'm Too Sexy" blares un-. Sean Brewer leads the· team in a
and has a makeshift dance off. comfortably cm the speakers; the choreographed dance to "It's RainThere were. limbs everywhere, retro jerseys hit the floor. "Phew, ing Men." I'll let you take a mofolks. Amidst the flailing, Finnerty they at least have tank tops on," I , ment and process that last sentence.
:·...
makes the mistake of glancing be- say to comfort Jimmy. There's Brewer's performance is up there
hind her and seeing the spectacle, just ... so much rubbing. Without with Smith's, book-ending an ex•.
i6oking, yrn.mg future
.• .·
which resembles a confrontation warning the tank tops are ripped off travaganza that fittingly brought the
. Editor. (Andr~'N C~ago, pictured above)··
between two gangs of ballerinas and jettisoned into the crowd. I re- show to a halt.
who have recently escaped mental member thinking, ."Oh no; that
Overall, the Jock Jam was a sue- .
one's coming a little too close. cessful evening of entertainment.
asylums.
. . .
Iii Searchdf:··
Finnerty loses it arid has to stbp Look out Jimmy!" Before ei~er While several teams were not able
playing she is laughing so hard. She of us could flinch, the ripped white to participate ·for various reasons,
finally recovers !lS they finish out garb was sitting on Jimmy like a comedy levels (intentional and oth.
furi4qvil1g ·.·
their gaudy· display, which was. face-hugger from "Alien." It's safe erwise) were quite high. . ·
AssistanfEditor who likes Jong w~lks qri the ·
overall inventive and entertaining, to ·say I'll never look at him in quite
The event, organized by Athletjust
in
the
saine
way.
but
u·nfortunately
they
were
ics
and SAC, raised $197 for the
beach, movie reviews and 111usic·artic;les... ·.
a bad spot on the bill.
Just when we thought it was all Cincinnati Neediest Kids of All OrWhich brings us to the last act over and I was about to wrap Jimmy ganization. Bottom line, this needs
·. ·. . . .·. '·.·. . . . please contaqt '
>
of the evening, the baseball. tearn. in one of those blankets they give to happen every, year from now on.
" This is why they get here in August, ~o disaster victims; a new squad of I'm just grateful I was there to see.
Newswire~ Div~rsi6ns xavier:edu
folks. Seven.months of preparation baseball play~rs takes .the stage.
some of .the things I did,. even
and choreography all come down to
. This tirrie, they intro by infoi:m- though I'm still trying to forget a
.___ _,__ ___,._.....__....;..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...;...;;._ _,_....;...--'--' this.· To start things off, senior Brett ing the.crowd that they haven't won few of them.
·

say

to

CJood~
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March 16
If you normally skip Calendar City because it "doesn't make·
any sense" to you, you might as·
we!Ljust not read anything on it
this week. Why? Well first of ail,
it's Spring Break !?O there;s nothing really going on and secondly,
I'm going to improv most qf this.
Airight, wham, barn, thank you
ma'am. Today is obviously the
little discussed "Day After the Ides
of March" when ev.eryone just sat
around like, "Damn, we sure
stabbed him a Jot." If you don't
know who the noun in that sentence refers to, yo,u should probably take a year off to find yourself.·
While you're finding yourself,
go ahead and figure out how to
find legal documents at the Lexis/
Nexis informational session in
Instmction Room I of the Library
at 1:30 p.m.
If you knew who that "him"
was in the Ides of March joke,
you're probably graduating soon,
s9 head on over to Cintas between
noon and 7 p.m. to pick up your
cap and gown and whatnot. I'm
sure you can also get invitations
and junk there, my info on this
event comes from Farsad so it's
somewhat sketchy and full of"SBombs." Nemenator may be rocking it out too. ·

.

,·MO·NDAY.
March 21 ··
By Joshua Kataoka. To place an item in the calendar, mail to newswire-calendar@xavier.edu or ML 2129.

11 llll
"1
•J!W
March 17
Well for one, it's St. Patrick's Day.
Not sure what this means? Yeah, me
neither. I'm pretty sure that St.
Patrick's Day ~as invented by the
beer industry to sell more beer. I'm
going to ignore today because it's
boring to me.
If you choose to do something
today check out the PEP Talk at.
l 0:30 a.m. in the CCLD offices in
Gallagher Student Center. !mean, I
guess you should be drinking at 8
a.m. so you should have a pretty
solid buzz by 10:30.
A.Iso today at 4 ·p.m. there's some-.·
thing going on at the Romero Inter~ational Center known as Great Decisions: ·china. I can only assume
that this is to be read disapprovingly
with plenty of sarcasm, like, "Great
decision, China, now HUMANS can
get the Bird Flu! ·Thanks a lot!"
What else, what else? Oh yeah,
it's my birthday. I know you don't
care, but I'm probably going to get
liver damage. I mean, not from
drinking, from birthday spankings
from blind relatives.

·sATl...JRDAV
March 19

I use terriers for toasts.

FRllJJ\Y
March

18

At 4 p.m. today the Murray Lecture wiU be taking pl~ce in the
Conaton Board Room .. I'm sure that
you'II have a good time if you go!
S~riously, if you go; Dr. Cueva will
probably donate at least a cool mil
t~ the charity ofyour choice. ·
If you're off-campus try doing a
power hour with entire beers. It's
quite the challenge.

Um, it's the Friday of Spring
Break. I'm not really sure. what to
tell you ..
Well I guess I could mention ·
March 20
some celebrity birthdays. Is that
okay? Alright, good, because othNinja wha.t? Ninja who? It's the
erwise I was going to have to teil a . first Sunday of Spring Break! Yeah!
story about a shark and a bear.
Church services in Panama: City are
.Queen Laiifah was born today at 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. at Santa Maria
back in 342 B.C. Yes, yes, I know Tequila.
that you think that she'.s a fake ·
If you're still on-campus, which
queen, but she's really not, she ruled I sincerely hope you're not, there's
Upper Egypt with an iron hand and the Xavier Classical Piano Series
a velvet voice for the better part bf ill' the Gallagher Theatre at 2:30
a century. She was the original face p.m. Vassily Primakov will be per·
of the Sphinx but didn't like it so forming.
she punched.the nose off of it. Sh.e
You can drink faster if you inwas a bank robber in that one ject it straight· into your stomach.
You'll need a huge needle though.
movie. You should watch that.

SlJND.AY ..·

No class, nothing else to.do but
drink. Well I mea~, you could celebrate some friggin'' awesome birthdays.
.
.,• First of all, Gary Oldman turns
. like 50or something, m~ybe more,
maybe less, Idoit't know.. .
Seeoridly~ Timothy Dalton turns
62 or son,lething; He may be old,
but he was byfat the mOst vi.olent
and craziest James Bond EVER.

.TUESDAY
March 22..
'

Great, the Tuesday ·of Spring
Break, I'm sure there are j~st a
bunch of things going on around
campus! Friggin' psych.
I can tell you some m<?re birth..:
days ifthat will fill your gullet.
Bob Costas and William. Shatner
both celebrate their birthdays today. These men may .on the sur. face not seem to have much in common, but they're both men with
beautiful, thick hair who are only
good at one thing ·in life. That
should be a warning to you business majors out there.
Also, it's Keira Knightley's ·
birthday. We h1,1d a rough breakup last year so I guess I' II just send ·
her a card or something, who
knows? She's British you know.

For classifieds information, call AnnTassone at 745-3561 or e-mail her at Newswire-Classifieds@xavier.edu

Travel
Summer babysitting opportunity.
Cincinnati (Wyoming) professional
couple looking for a fun, dependable person for summer 2005. Children are ages 9 and 12~ Babysitter
needed· to help with transportation
to and from camps, and just to hang
·
out. Must have a car and be a good .
driver: Hours may vary, but usually
. about 33/week. The right person will
Visit CincinnatiMojo.com. receive great pay! References
The digital handprint bn the bum needed. Call Rosie at 872-3829 or
of the city! Freaks, forum and fun. e-mail her at runrol@aol.com with .
Visit CincinnatiMojo.com
· resume and references.

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco; Bahamas, Florida. Campus Reps
Wanted! Free Meals and Parties!
1-800-234-7007,
· endlesssummertours.com

Help Wanted

Summer day camp located
north of Cincinnati is currently
hiring camp counselors and certified lifeguards over the age of 2 I.
All necessary training provided.
Great hours, excellent pay, and a
fun, rewarding summer experience. Call Lauren at 772-5888
x205.
Camp Takajo for boys. Naples,
Maine. Picturesque lakefront location, exceptional facilities:
Mid-June through mid-August.
Over 100 counselor positions
available in tennis, baseball, basketball, lacrosse, golf, flag football, roller hockey, swimming, sailing, waterskiing, archery, ceramics, fine arts, theater arts, camp
newspaper, music, photography,
. videography, radio/electronics,
nature study, weight training,
woodworking, rock climbing,
ropes course, secretarial, nanny.
Salary, room/board, travel included. Call 800-250-825.2 or apply online at www.takajo.com

For Renf

College living at its very best:
three lovely private houses. Three,
·four and five bedrooms in: first class
condition. Fully equipped kitchens, spacious, and easy walk to
campus. Lots of off-street parking.
Alarm equipped. · Basements for
storage an·d laundry. ~612 Dana,
1606 Brewster.and 1616 ~rewster.
Call JoEllen at 321-0043 or 6163798.
4028 Huston Avenue- large six
bedroom house. for rent for 200506 school year. Easy walk to campus, on campus shuttle route, upda~ed kitchen with dishwasher, two
·baths, free washer/dryer use; offstreet parking, room for everyone.
Asking $I ,550/month. ·Call Karen
at 321-2946.

Furnished seven bedroom, two
LR, two kitchens, and three baths
house on the corner of Dana and
Winding Way. 2-3 year lease. Available in June 2005. Call Cici at5330299.
1\vo bedroom apartment. 1\vp
porches, secured entry, off-street
parking, wood floors, high ceilings.
$550/month, water included. Call
Deanna at 218-3496.

House in Hyde Park- 4+ bedrooms, I+ bath; central air; dishwasher; 2741 Observatory Ave.;
$1600/mo+utilities. Call Heather
·at 533-9082.

Apartments and houses - two bedrooms through eight bedrooms. See
our display ad for more details!
Clifton - spacious; 2400 sf, three
Huge, newly renovated deluxe rentlevel
house. Two kitchens, four
House
in
Norwood.
Walking
disals in safe, secure neighborhoods!
bedrooms,
off-street parking, launtance
to
Xavier.
Really
well-mainFeaturing amenities such as ceiling
dry,
central
to
I-71, bus, campus, DT.
tained
four
bedroom
house.
Plenty
fans, laundry,_ NC, Jots of off-street
Ht.
paid.
$1275/month.
Also,
of
off-street
parking.
Other
students
parking, and fully equipped kitchNorwood
spacious
three
bedroom
living
in
neighboring
houses.
ens with new appliances. Exceptionally nice! Ask about our $100/BR Laundry facilities. Four students - apartment, beautifully remodeled
leasing commission. It's easy $325 each. Five students - $260 LR, kitchen, study, full bath, off· each; Substantially reduced sum- street parking, laundry hook-up.
money! Call Ian at 388~9979.·
mer rental is being offered. Call $975/month. Will take offers for
Whole houses and apartments for Rob at 780-0627.
renters. Call Deborah at659-4541.
rent in Norwood. All price ranges.
Now renting for summer and next
1\vo bedroom available - $850.
school year. Call Chris at 348-3663. Three-four bedroom available.Available August 1st .~ three
$I, I 00 (heat and water included). bedroom in large two family house,
One, two and three bedroom
1047 DanaAvemie (right after Vic- .newly remodeled, front porch,rear
apartments available in a well-main- tory Parkway). Large parking area. .deck, close to Rookwood. Hardtained building on Dana Avenue by Large water heater tanks! Free stor- . wood floors, central air, off-.street
South lot. Laundry, NC, screened age unit in basement. New kitch- parking, free laundry/storage, and ·
porch, off-street parking. Call,Gra- . ens! Call Brandon at 265~1485, or ·fenced yard; It .even comes with, .
···him
ham at'J~astside Capital at871-5080 e-mail
at some spare furniture! $800/month ..
. for a showing.
ucmanager@murents.com
Call Jeff at 531-3433:

Norwood- renovated efficiencies; one and two bedrooms, new
~itchens and tile baths, instant hot
W\'lter, built-in dressers, refinished
hardwood floors, laundry; storage $300, $350, $475 + utilities. Call
Ben at 861-411 I if interested.
Bad lottery number? Two
houses. close to campus; available.
June 1. Both are 4-5 bedrooms, rehabbed kitchen/baths, large rooins,
yards, off~street parking, highspeed Internet. One just off
Cleneay on' Elsmere, one on
Hudson.· Call Erik at 861-9999.
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